A new cost-effective and efficient approach is proposed for texturing the crystalline silicon using the gas lift effect (GLE). The advantages of this approach over the conventional ones are that significantly lower amounts of IPA is used and much shorter etching time is required to achieve the same reflectivity. GLE is generated by taking advantage of the hydrogen bubbles evolved between the silicon wafer being etched and a glass plate, placed in parallel, creating a gap of 1-2 mm. This effect then acts as a pumping mechanism detaching more bubbles from the silicon surface, accelerating them to the top and out of the system, as quickly as they are generated. Experiments were carried out with various combinations of TMAH/IPA concentrations for two different GLE conditions to analyze and determine their influence on etching time, etching rate, surface morphology and reflectivity of the textured silicon surface. The use of this new approach in surface texturing, allowed the reduction of the required IPA by 50% and etching time by more than 60% to achieve the same reflectivity. This can ultimately lead to a significant reduction in cost by increasing the efficiency of the texturing process. A combination of 3.5% IPA and 2 mm GLE resulted in a textured silicon surface having a low specular Solar Weighted Reflectivity (SWR) of 0.15%. PACS 78.40.Fy, 88.40.hm
Introduction
In the solar cell industry, the surface of the silicon is textured to decrease the reflectivity. One of the most effective and least costly techniques for silicon texturing is the anisotropic wet etching of silicon surface using strong bases such as KOH and TMAH [1] . In order to obtain uniform surface texturing using these etchants, one must improve the wettability of the surface and facilitate the removal of the generated hydrogen bubbles from the surface. By increasing the uniformity and coverage of the textured silicon surface, more photons are absorbed resulting in the decrease of the reflectivity. In order to achieve this, the conventional approach is to use a surface active agent such as IPA that would increase the wettability and facilitate the release of hydrogen bubbles from the silicon surface [2, 3] . However, IPA is volatile in a heated etching bath. The boiling point of IPA is around 82° C. Therefore, at the etching temperature of 90° C, it must be constantly added to the solution during the etching process resulting in difficult control and higher consumption of IPA. Also, with higher IPA concentrations, the etching rate starts to decrease drastically [4, 5] . In some experiments the IPA has been eliminated all together from the etching solution and replaced by dissolved silicon or various iononic surfactants to achieve texture uniformity [6, 12] . Other approaches include the use of other additives such as Tertiary Butyl Alcohol (TBA) [7, 8] or using a metal grid to trap the hydrogen bubbles as a more controlled way to achieve the same favourable outcome [9] . The root of the problem comes from the fact that the generated hydrogen bubbles, with typical diameter range of 2-3 mm, stick to the surface long enough to interrupt the chemical reaction between the alkaline solution and the silicon surface. This gas blanketing effect is a known occurring issue in the electrochemical reactors. Industrial electrolytic cells that produce gas at one or both electrode surfaces are usually designed to take advantage of this phenomenon to generate gas lift electrolyte circulation by creating a narrow gap between the two electrode surfaces [10] . Good electrolyte circulation provides transport of electro-active species to the electrode surface as well as taking bubbles away from the electrode surface. Internal gas lift circulation in a welldesigned electrochemical cell is much more efficient than mechanically pumped circulation [11] . In this article, the effect of gas-lift circulation on the texturing process of silicon wafers has been studied. Experiments were carried out with different combinations of TMAH/IPA concentrations with two gap sizes between the two flat surfaces facing each other creating the Gas-Lift Effect (GLE) and a reference surface where no GLE exists. More experiments were carried out to determine the effect of etching time as well as etching rate with and without the presence of GLE. Detailed analysis of the surface reflectance and surface morphology was carried out to evaluate the influence of the studied parameters.
2 Experimental procedure N-type (100) orientation, single side polished, clean room processed and packaged silicon wafers with a thickness of 625+/-25 µm and a resistivity of 1-10 Ω-cm were purchased from Silicon Inc. and used for all experiments. All samples were cleaned using the RCA process before the experiments were carried out. Glass beaker filled with TMAH was used for etching the silicon samples. Teflon basket was used to hold the silicon samples inside the glass beaker. The beaker was placed in an oil bath to maintain temperature uniformity of the etchant solution at 90° C. This operating temperature is below the boiling point of all the etchant solutions used containing various amount of IPA and TMAH. However, precautions were taken to assure that the concentration of all volatile components in the solution remain constant for the duration of etching. Therefore, all experiments were carried out in a closed system consisting of a beaker with a flux cap cooled through an internal circulation of 5-6º C running water resulting in the condensation and return of any evaporated component back to the solution. The TMAH 25 wt.% was purchased from Sachem Inc. and diluted with DI water to reach the desired 1, 2 and 3 wt.% concentrations used in the experiments. 99% IPA was purchased from VWR International and was added to the etching solution to obtain weight concentrations ranging between 0 to 9%. Figure 1 below shows a schematic view of the apparatus used for the anisotropic etching of silicon. For each experiment, three Silicon wafer samples were prepared with equal dimensions of 25(width) x 50(length) x 0.625(thickness) mm. Figure 2 illustrates how a piece of glass with the same length and width was used to achieve the GLE in two of the three samples with 1 mm and 2 mm gaps between the glass and the silicon wafers. Specular reflectivity of the samples was measured using a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer with a baseline correction. The measured reflectivity was converted and presented here as specular Solar-Weighted Reflectance (SWR). We define the solar-weighted average reflectance as the integration of the product of the reflectance and the AM1.5 photon density, divided by the total number of photons between 300 nm and 1100 nm. Etching rates were determined by weighing the samples before and after each experiment. The morphology of the textured surfaces was examined by a Hitachi S-4700 field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The pyramid size distribution, surface coverage and uniformity measurements were obtained by performing image analysis of the SEM photos using the ImageJ image processing program developed by the US National Institute of Health. 
Results and discussion
Anisotropic etching of silicon was performed using different TMAH (1, 2, and 3 wt.% ) and IPA (0, 1 and 9%) concentrations with two GLE configurations (1 and 2 mm gap sizes). The etchant temperature was kept constant at 90° C for the duration of all experiments. The GLE pumping provided agitation to help with the hydrogen bubble detachment from the surface of the silicon and to improve mass transfer of the active species to the silicon surface. The results were compared with the case where no GLE was present. The existence of GLE forced the generated hydrogen bubble to detach from the surface and leave the system as quickly as they are generated.
The results in terms of surface reflectivity for three cases of no GLE, 1 mm and 2 mm gap for the previously mentioned TMAH and IPA concentrations and 30 minutes etching time are summarized in table 1. 
No GLE Present
In order to distinguish and quantify more accurately the effect of gas lift on the texturing process, expressed or measured in terms of surface reflectivity, it was decided to first study the texturing process without the presence of GLE. As it may be observed from table 1, as the concentration of IPA increases, a surface with a lower reflectivity is obtained for all TMAH concentrations as expected and reported in the literature [2] . We can also observe that, regardless of IPA concentration, the optimal concentration of TMAH is around 2% as previously reported [2] . However, one interesting observation from table 1 is that, the effect of IPA in improving the reflectivity is much more significant at 3% TMAH. It is reported in the literature that the lower texturing performance at higher concentration of TMAH may be attributed to the blocking effect of the TMA+ ions adsorbed on the surface of silicon [5] . This could also explain the higher effect of IPA at 3 % TMAH compared to 2 or 1%.
3.2
1mm Gap GLE The same set of experiments with varying concentration of TMAH and IPA was carried out using the experimental setup, as described in section 2, to create GLE. The results of the surface reflectance for the 1 mm gap GLE are presented in table 1. Consistently at 9% IPA, the use of 1mm gap GLE improves the performance of texturing the surface resulting in better reflectivity regardless of TMAH concentration compared to the case where no GLE was used. At lower IPA concentrations (0% and 1%), GLE could not be sustained for the entire 30 minutes of etching time resulting in less consistent improvement in reflectivity. This could be related to the very small gap preventing the easy flow of the solution inside the gap between the Si surface and the glass not allowing the liquid to reach the expected velocity.
3.3
2mm Gap GLE The results of the 2 mm GLE are also presented in table 1. As predicted, the increase in the gap size allowed the sustainment of the GLE throughout the 30 minutes of etching time resulting in a consistent improvement of texturing for all IPA concentrations. In fact, in the presence of 2 mm GLE, the need for the use of IPA as a surface active agent to help minimize the surface reflectivity becomes much less critical. This is also evident from the data presented in figure 3 . This figure illustrates that, the use of GLE at 0% IPA, results in 80% reduction of reflectivity compared to where there is no GLE present.
This figure illustrates that, compared with the case where there is no GLE, the 2 mm GLE can result in significant gains in texturing performance at low or even 0% IPA. 
Effect of GLE on Etching Time
Another beneficial effect of GLE is the reduction of the etching time. In this set of experiment, the TMAH and IPA concentrations were set at 2% and 9%, respectively. The temperature was kept at 90º C and the etching times were chosen to be 5, 10, 20 and 30 minutes. It can be observed from figure 4 that, at only 5 minutes into the etching time, the reflectivity of both samples with GLE are almost 1/2 of the one without the presence of GLE. With no GLE, around 15 minutes are needed to reach this level of reflectivity. This means that we can achieve the same reflectivity in almost 1/3 the time that is needed without applying GLE.
3.5
Optimal % IPA and GLE Combination We can see that the use of GLE would already allow us to obtain very low reflectivity without even using IPA as an active agent for texturing the silicon surface. However, it may also be observed that a combined use of both parameters, IPA and GLE, will result in obtaining even better performance than employing each of these parameters alone. Although the presence of the IPA is less critical to obtain low reflectance surfaces when GLE is used, it still may be seen that a combination of IPA and GLE results in the optimal outcome. A performance study was done to determine the optimal IPA concentration in the presence of GLE at 2% TMAH. The 2% TMAH concentration had been found to be the optimal concentration in most of the experiments conducted previously and also supported by the literature [2] . In our experiments, the lowest reflectivity with no GLE present was found to be at 7% IPA as illustrated in figure 5 . The goal is to predict a possible optimal combination of IPA concentration and GLE that can achieve the same or better reflectivity as the 7% IPA with no GLE. This combination must also allow the use of the lowest possible amount of IPA concentration leading to the reduction of the texturing cost. An experiment was conducted to confirm this prediction with the following parameter values: 2% TMAH, 30 min, 90º C, 3.5% IPA. The experiment was conducted in the presence of 2-mm gap GLE. The reflectivity of the textured silicon obtained under this condition is compared with others in figure 6 . The obtained data confirmed our prediction that a combination of 3.5% IPA concentration and the presence of 2-mm gap GLE results in the same reflectivity as the optimal reflectivity with no GLE obtained at 7% IPA. Figure 6 . Optimal GLE-IPA% combination resulting in 0.15% SWR. Figure 7 presents the behaviour of both reflectivity and the Etching Rate as the %IPA increases with no GLE present. 
Correlation between Reflectivity and Etching Rate

SWR (%)
Etching Rate SWR (%) Figure 7 . The behaviour of reflectivity and etching rate versus increasing %IPA with no GLE present.
As expected, up to a certain point, both reflectivity and etching rate decrease as %IPA increases. However, at around 7% IPA, as the etching rate continues to drop, the reflectivity starts to increase. One possible explanation for this behaviour is that, beyond this optimal IPA concentration, the surface coverage will start to decrease resulting in higher reflectivity. This is also in agreement with our earlier conclusion that reflectivity is dependent on both uniformity and the surface coverage. We believe that, up to 7% IPA, the uniformity and surface coverage are both improving. However, after that point, while the etching rate is still dropping contributing to the uniformity, the increasing IPA concentration starts to have a blocking effect on the etchant to have good surface contact. For the case where there is 2-mm gap GLE, this optimal IPA concentration is shifted to a lower value (around 5% ) as shown in figure 8 . From this point on, the reflectivity starts to increase as the etching rate still continues to drop. 
Etching Rate SWR (%) Figure 8 . The behaviour of reflectivity and etching rate versus increasing %IPA with 2mm GLE present.
3.7
Correlation between reflectance and morphology To evaluate any possible correlation between the measured reflectivity values of the samples and their morphology, an image analysis tool called ImageJ was used to calculate the surface coverage of pyramids and the standard deviation of the their sizes. The samples listed in table 2 were all etched under the following parameter conditions: 2% TMAH, 30 min and 90º C. The three samples having practically within the same particle size range were selected to evaluate any possible correlation between surface reflectivity and coverage. Table 2 clearly shows that as the surface coverage decreases, the reflectivity increases as expected. However, as conditions (a) and (b) in table 3 illustrate, the surface coverage is not the only parameter that influences the measured reflectivity. In fact, a significant difference in average particle size results in a considerable difference in surface reflectivity even for the same surface coverage. It may also be noted that the sample with the lower surface reflectivity presents a more uniform surface as it may be confirmed by the values of standard deviation of the particle size in table 3. This observation suggests that both surface coverage and particle uniformity influence the reflectivity of the surface. The above point can also be confirmed based on the conditions (c) and (d) in table 3. The data show that for slightly lower coverage, smaller particle size and smaller standard deviation result in a lower reflectivity. Figures 9a and 9b illustrate the surface morphology of the two samples listed in table 3 as (c) and (d), respectively. As mentioned before, the coverage is slightly higher in the sample presented in figure 9b . However, a more uniformity and smaller particle size (figure 9a) have resulted in lower reflectivity. One should note that the two SEM pictures have different magnifications and do not have the same scale. The ImageJ tool takes the difference of scale into account when calculating and comparing the surface coverage and particle size uniformity. Figure 9 . Surface image analysis of samples with (a) no GLE and 9% IPA and (b) 2mm GLE and 0% IPA.
Effect of etching time on morphology
As it was shown earlier in section 3.4, with shorter etching time we can achieve the same reflectivity using GLE. This phenomenon can also be explained by looking at the morphology of the surface of the samples with and without the presence of GLE. The SEM photos in figure 10 are taken from samples under the following etching parameters condition: 1% IPA, 2% TMAH and 90º C temperature. This figure compares the surface coverage and uniformity of two samples at 10 minutes into the etching time, one with (figure 10a) and one without (figure 10b) the presence of GLE. One very clear observation is the surface damages shown in the figure 10b. We speculate that these damages are due to hydrogen bubbles sticking to the surface of silicon in the absence of GLE. Those damaged areas are not observed when GLE is present (figure 10a). table 4 in terms of reflectivity, standard deviation, surface coverage and the average particle size. As it may be seen, the use of GLE resulted in a significantly lower reflectivity after 10 minutes into the experiment compared to the sample with no GLE. The analysis of the morphology confirms the previously mentioned observation that the sample with lower reflectivity presents also higher surface coverage, a lower mean and higher uniformity of the particle size.
Conclusions
In this study, etching experiments were performed on n-type (100) silicon wafers with and without the presence of Gas Lift Effect (GLE). In the presence of GLE, the need for the use of a surface active agent, such as IPA, to help minimize the surface reflectance becomes much less critical. In fact, GLE can achieve the same reflectivity with 50% the amount of IPA, compared to the case where no GLE is present. It can also reduce the processing time by more than 60% to achieve the same reflectivity. Although the presence of IPA is less critical to obtain low reflectance surfaces when GLE is used, it was concluded that a combination of IPA and GLE achieved the lowest reflectivity. Accordingly, a specular solar-weighted reflectance (SWR) of 0.15% was achieved with a combination of 3.5 %IPA and 2mm GLE. The morphology of the surface was studied by performing image analysis of the SEM photos of the textured surface. The correlation between parameters such as surface coverage, uniformity and particle size with the reflectivity was studied and it was concluded that reflectivity is highly influenced by those parameters. A significant difference in average particle size results in a considerable change in surface reflectivity even at the same surface coverage. Lower reflectivity is a result of a combination of lower mean particle size as well as higher surface coverage and uniformity of the particles. The use of this new approach in surface texturing reduces the IPA and time required to reach the same reflectivity, and therefore, reducing the cost and increasing the efficiency of the texturing process.
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